1955 Unison Company established in Taipei by Y.F. Shih
1960 Acquired agency rights from Philips Duphar, etc.
1965 **PHILIPS** SIEMENS Acquired distribution rights
1970 Acquired distribution rights (until 2005)
1974 Peterson Farms Acquired distribution rights
1994 **Iba** Acquired distribution rights
1995 Investment in BOT market; **COVIDIEN**
1999 Acquired distribution rights

Caring for 60 years

Unison Healthcare Group

2003 Medical Award; **TAIYON**
2004 Acquired distribution rights
2005 **CTI** Cyclotron Taiwan maintenance service
2005 Sumitomo Cyclotron Taiwan maintenance service
2009 **IMRIS** Acquired distribution rights
2009 **INTUITIVE SURGICAL**
2010 **MCCLUSKEY** Acquired distribution rights
2010 **INFRASENSE**
2012 **MEDTRONIC**
2012 Acquired distribution rights
2013 Acquired distribution rights from MAKO Surgical Corp. and EOS imaging
UHG, we care about life

UNISON Healthcare Group (UHG) has dedicated more than 50 years in developing Taiwan medical market. We provide professional sales, excellent service and maintenance, quick and effective customer service as well as high quality service to customers, to fulfill the market and customers’ requirements.
UniService, we do more

- Overseas technical support experience in **45 countries**
- The most established medical components warehouse in Asia
- **24/7** centralized real-time monitoring
Simplicity/Integrity/Warmth, our core value

• Over **15 years** medical equipment project management practices
• More than **1,500 install bases**
• One of the largest medical equipment & service supplier in Asia
• **UnisonMed Academy** -- Professional training center of the medical equipment service engineer -- Customized training courses to meet your individual needs
• **ISO9001 & 13485 certificated**
One-Shop service, meet your need in any way

A total solution provider (From consulting, financing support, room planning, installation, system QC, maintenance, service support, spare parts on-time delivery, engineering training, application training, to ERP system)
Unison Healthcare Group